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SCIENCE

SUSPECTS’ PHOTOS
RELEASED BY FBI

NASA:
Water
worlds
possible
Potentially habitable
planets may be
covered by oceans
By James Figueroa

james.figueroa@sgvn.com
@jfigscribe on Twitter

Astronomers have discovered
three Earth-like planets using NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope, two
of them potentially enveloped by
water oceans with the right conditions for life.
The so-called super-Earths, Kepler 62e and 62f, orbit a single star
in the Lyra constellation, about
1,200 light years away. They are
part of a group of five exoplanets
(the other three are too hot and inhospitable), and the star is smaller
and cooler than the sun.
“These two planets are our best
candidates for planets that might
be habitable,” said Bill Borucki,
principal investigator of the Kepler telescope. There could be more
planets in the star system that have
yet to be detected, he added.
A third potentially habitable
planet, Kepler 69c, orbits a sunPLANETS » PAGE 9

FBI

This frame grab from a video released by the FBI on Thursday shows the men the FBI is calling Suspect 1, front, in black cap, and
Suspect 2, in white cap, back right, walking near each other through the crowd in Boston on Monday before the explosions.
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Southland
gas prices
are below
$4 again

Search: Public’s help sought in identifying two men that camera caught at site of one blast
Obama: President and first lady attend service for people killed or wounded by two bombs
By Adam Geller

The Associated Press
BOSTON >> The FBI released photos and video Thursday of two
suspects in the Boston Marathon bombing and asked for
the public's help in identifying
them, zeroing in on the two men
on surveillance-camera footage
less than three days after the
deadly attack.
The photos depict one man in
a dark baseball cap and the other
in a white cap worn backward.
The men were seen walking one
behind the other in the crowd,
and the one in the white hat was
seen setting down a backpack at
the site of the second explosion,
said Richard DesLauriers, FBI
agent in charge in Boston.
"Somebody out there knows
these individuals as friends,

neighbors, co-workers or family members of the suspects.
Though it may be difficult, the
nation is counting on those with
information to come forward
and provide it to us," DesLauriers said.
The images were released
hours after President Barack
Obama and first lady Michelle
Obama attended an interfaith
service at a Roman Catholic cathedral in Boston to remember
the three people killed and more
than 180 wounded in the twin
blasts Monday at the marathon
finish line.
The two men — dubbed Suspect 1 (in the dark hat) and
Suspect 2 (in the white hat) —
are considered armed and extremely dangerous, DesLauriBOMBING » PAGE 13

By Kevin Smith

kevin.smith@sgvn.com
@SGVNBiz on Twitter

Southland gas prices have finally
fallen below $4 a gallon after an extended run-up.
And a combination of factors —
including strong inventories, a decline in crude prices, the slow pace
of hiring and more fuel-efficient vehicles — are expected to offset the
usual price hikes that occur for the
summer driving season, industry
officials said.
“It’s a lot better,” said Maria Solares, 38, of Covina. “I use my car to
pick up my kids at school and when
gas was high it was costing me $40
a week. Now it’s about $30 a week,
so I can use some of that money for
milk and bread.”
On Thursday the average price
for a gallon of regular in the Los

SUSAN WALSH — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Barack Obama attends a service at the Cathedral of
the Holy Cross in Boston on Thursday dedicated to those who
were gravely wounded or killed in Monday’s bombing.
Related story: Sportscaster Paul Sunderland was about
50 yards from the Boston Marathon explosion site. PAGE A13

“We finish the race, and we do that because of who we are ...
We will find you.”
— President Barack Obama, on the Boston Marathon attackers
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Tom Cruise is back in
sci-fi thriller 'Oblivion'

Suspect denies mailing
items to U.S. leaders

Heading to Long Beach
for the Grand Prix?

Cruise returns to Earth after
an alien invasion and desertion
leaves our planet a dark and
dangerous place. YOUR WEEKEND

A Mississippi man charged
with mailing ricin-tainted letters maintained his innocence
Thursday. PAGE A8

Long Beach Grand Prix
crowns its beauty
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